Background: The DSM uses one set of abuse and dependence criteria to assess multiple substance use disorders (SUDs). Most SUD research aggregates across these symptoms to study the behavior of SUD as a static construct. We use an alternative approach that conceptualizes symptoms as directly interacting variables in psychopathological networks. We apply network models to symptom-level data to investigate the unique roles of individual symptoms and their interactions in SUD. Methods: We analyzed 11 DSM III-R/IV abuse and dependence criteria in a sample of 2405 adult twins who reported use of at least one illicit substance six or more times from the Virginia Adult Twin Study of Psychiatric and Substance Use Disorders (VATSPSUD). We estimated a symptom network for each substance class as well as a global network collapsed across all substance classes. We examined similarities and differences across the 6 networks in terms of symptom-to-symptom connections and symptom centrality. Results: The global network model revealed several interesting symptom connections, such as a strong predictive relation between tolerance and more-than-planned substance use. The most central symptom was using a drug more than planned. In addition, several interesting differences across substances emerged, both in the strength of symptom connections as well as the centrality of symptoms to each network. Conclusions: When analyzed as networks, abuse and dependence symptoms do not function equivalently across illicit substance classes. These findings suggest the value of analyzing individual symptoms and their associations to gain new insight into the mechanisms of SUD.
Introduction
Drug abuse and dependence is a common and increasing worldwide public health concern (World Health Organization, 2010) . In the US, life-time prevalence estimates of substance use disorders (SUD) range from 2-3% for illicit substances to 8% for alcohol use, and 12-month rates of substance abuse or dependence increase from 7% to 20% during adolescence (Merikangas and McClair, 2012) .
Recent research in psychopathology indicates that the analysis of individual symptoms can reveal crucial insights obfuscated by other analytic strategies (Fried and Nesse, 2015; Smeets et al., disorder to arise (Buu et al., 2012) , which aligns with the finding that impaired control over alcohol use is an important predictor of problem drinking in adolescents (Leeman et al., 2012) . To date, no research has investigated such symptom interactions. A network model of SUD can give an overview of the connection patterns among symptoms, revealing which symptoms are most closely related to each other, and which symptoms are most central to the disorder. In addition, network analyses allow us to compare networks across several substance classes, and to locate important differences in the symptom-to-symptom pathways that may exist due to distinct pharmacologic and psychological properties of the substance and/or different patterns of use (Degenhardt et al., 2001; Koob and Le Moal, 2006) .
In the remainder of the paper, we present and interpret three cross-sectional network analyses of substance abuse and dependence symptoms. First, we examine a psychopathological network of symptom data averaged over 6 illicit substance classes (cannabis, sedatives, stimulants, cocaine, opioids, and hallucinogens) in 2,405 individuals. We investigate the pairwise connections among 11 symptoms, and estimate measures of symptom centrality to identify which symptoms may be most important in the maladaptive behavior patterns of SUD. Second, we compute symptom networks for each of the substance classes separately. Our aim here is to explore the important differences and similarities of substance classes based on a network representation, and what these differences can tell us about the interconnectivity patterns of SUD symptoms. Finally, we estimate the variance of symptomto-symptom connections across substance classes (i.e., how much does the strength of the association between symptom pairs vary across the six classes) to identify which of these connections vary most widely across substances.
Method

Sample
Data for the analyses carried out in this study come from twins who participated in the Virginia Adult Twin Study of Psychiatric and Substance Use Disorders (VATSPSUD). Initial eligibility was determined through successful matching of birth records, if twin members were Caucasian and born between 1940 and 1974 in Virginia, USA. Detailed information about substance use and related behaviors were obtained for 2 data collection samples. Female-female twins participating in the third follow-up (Wave 4, N = 1928 individuals interviewed by phone in 1995-1997) and male-male and male-female twins from the first follow-up (Wave 2, N = 5,602 individuals personally interviewed in 1994-1998) served as the sample pool of twins with valid substance use data. These interviews included assessments of lifetime drug use and items worded according to the DSM abuse and dependence criteria for six categories of substances that were administered using an adaptation of the Structured Clinical Interview (SCID; Spitzer et al., 1987) . Drug classes were defined as follows: cannabis (e.g., marijuana and hashish); sedatives (e.g., quaalude, Seconal and Valium); stimulants (e.g., speed, ecstasy and Ritalin); cocaine (intranasal and crack); opioids (e.g., heroin and morphine); and hallucinogens (e.g., LSD and PCP). Of the sample pool of 7530 twins (44% female, age range 20-63, mean age = 36.8, SD = 8.9), 2405 reported having used at least one of the six substances more than 6 times during his or her life and were therefore retained for analysis.
The eleven SUD criteria are presented in Table 1 . Each participant, based on his responses to the usage items, was asked to respond to some or all of the 4 abuse and 7 dependence criteria for each substance class using a 3 point response scale. The response options included two positive choices (e.g., "definitely" and "prob- ably") and one negative response ("no"). The individual symptoms were always asked for the time period in the respondent's life when they were using that drug class the most. For the analyses reported here, responses were re-coded into binary variables 1 by collapsing over the two positive response options.
2.1.1. Missing data. The analysis sample for each substance class included only those participants who reported having used the substance 6 or more times. These participants were asked to indicate whether they had ever used the substance at least 11 times during a single month. Participants who reported not having used a particular substance 11 times in a month were administered the set of abuse items (i.e., A1-A4), and were then administered the set of dependence items (i.e., D1-D7) only if they positively endorsed at least one of the abuse symptoms. For all analyses reported here, missing values generated by this imposed structured skip out were set to zero, indicating an implied negative response for each skipped item. Participants who reported having used a substance 11 times in a month were administered all abuse and dependence items. Table 2 displays the number of participants falling into each of these categories (i.e., 6 or more lifetime uses, endorsement of at least one abuse criterion, and 11 or more uses in a month) for each substance class. In addition to the structured skip-related missingness, 41 individuals had additional item-level missing data; these cases were deleted. Note: can: cannabis, sed: sedatives, sti: stimulants, coc: cocaine, opi: opioids, hal: hallucinogens. Participants who reported more than 6 lifetime uses but endorsed no abuse criteria were not administered the dependence criteria; zeroes were imputed on all dependence criteria for these participants. Participants who endorsed at least one abuse criterion, and those who reported more than 11 uses within one month were administered all criteria.
Network analyses
Symptom networks consist of nodes (symptoms) and edges (connections among symptoms). In this report, edges represent the conditional pairwise relations between two variables controlling for all other symptoms in the network. This means that the whole network can be interpreted as a joint partial correlation structure among a set of items. We performed three analyses.
2.2.1. Individual substance class networks. First, we used the Ising model estimation procedure (van Borkulo et al., 2014) to estimate one network for each substance class, based on the total sample of users for each class (see Table 2 ). An Ising model can be understood as estimating partial correlations among a set of binary items. More technically, it is a probabilistic model in which the joint distribution over the 11 SUD criteria is represented using threshold parameters (related to the marginal probability of endorsement of any individual item) and pairwise association parameters (edge weights; related to the associations between items). The association parameters are similar to partial correlation coefficients for continuous normally distributed variables: they are unique (partial) associations between pairs of variables controlling for all other variables. Having more edges in the model leads to a more complex model with possibly many spurious connections that are not present in the population. van Borkulo et al.'s (2014) method estimates a regularized Ising model by applying l1-regularized logistic regressions that constrain many of the small coefficients to zero (Ravikumar et al., 2010) . A penalty parameter, selected using the extended Bayesian Information Criterion, determines the extent to which coefficients are shrunk to zero. The smaller the sample size, the stronger the penalty and the more sparse the resulting network will be (i.e., the fewer edges it will have) in order to identify only the relevant relations between symptoms. A fuller explanation of the Ising model can be found in van Borkulo et al. (2014) .
Because sample size varied across substance classes, there was a concern that the resulting networks would not be comparable due to differential sparsity (e.g., in the opioid network with a sample of only N = 195, edges are much more easily set to 0 than in the cannabis network with N = 2,216). To address this concern, we used a bootstrapping procedure to draw 500 samples of size N = 500 each, with replacement, from the item data of each substance class. We produced a network for each bootstrapped sample and averaged across them to create a set of substance class networks based on the equated bootstrap sample sizes. The bootstrapped networks were very similar to the ones originally obtained directly from the data, and we therefore present the original networks here. The bootstrapped networks are available in the supplementary materials.
Cross substance class network.
To understand what a general network across all six SUDs would look like, we averaged each of the 55 edges over the six separate substance networks. This analysis results in a single aggregate cross-substance network with each substance network being given equal weight.
2.2.3. Cross substance class variability network. To determine whether the six individual networks differed from each other, we correlated the network edges to obtain an index of the degree of similarity across substances. We then constructed a network to visualize the variability of the edges across substance classes using the standard deviation of each edge across the six substance class networks.
2.2.4. Centrality. We computed three measures of symptom centrality (Boccaletti et al., 2006) for both the cross substance class network and the individual substance class networks. Centrality can be understood to reflect how connected and thus potentially clinically relevant a symptom is in a network. Network models make the assumption that the pattern of relations among symptoms is due to direct, bidirectional causal pathways among variables; to the extent that this assumption is true, intervening on a highly central symptom will affect other nodes both directly and indirectly (e.g., via paths through other symptoms), pushing the entire network into a healthier state (Borsboom and Cramer, 2013) .
Betweenness centrality is based on the concept of the shortest path length connecting any two symptoms. If a network is seen as a grid that can be traversed, then any two symptoms are connected by either a direct path or a path that travels via other symptoms. A symptom with high betweenness centrality is one that lies along the shortest path connecting other symptoms. Closeness centrality is an index of how close a symptom is to every other symptom, on average. A node that is connected to every other node has high closeness. Finally, node strength is, for each symptom, the sum of the edge weights of the edges connecting it to each other symptom. All centrality estimates were standardized.
2.2.5. Visualization. The R-package qgraph (Epskamp et al., 2012) was used to visualize all networks. Thicker edges represent stronger relations, and red edges represent negative relations. The positioning of the 11 SUD criteria nodes in relation to each other also reflects the strength of edges in the global SUD network; that is, nodes that are depicted closer together are more strongly related. The node placement in all other graphs was fixed to be equal to that of the global SUD network, for ease of comparison.
Results
Demographics
2,405 participants were included in the final sample. Of these, all were Caucasian, 35% were female, and the average age was 34.7 (SD = 7.3, range = 20-57). 58% of participants used a single substance class, while 20% used two substance classes, 9% three, 5% four, 4% five, and 3% all six. Table 1. 3.2. Cross-substance network Fig. 1 depicts the results of the global SUD network. Each node in the network depicts a symptom, and each edge represents bidirectional partial relations between symptoms, controlling for all other associations in the network. For example, there is a very strong positive connection between using a substance more than planned (D3) and tolerance (D1), controlling for all other associations. This link suggests that, across substances, using a drug more or longer than one planned to is a good predictor of drug tolerance, and vice versa. In contrast, using a substance more than planned is only weakly related to legal consequences (A3), suggesting that knowing whether someone has used a drug more than planned is not very informative about legal consequences resulting from her drug use, or vice versa.
Below the network diagram, Fig. 1 depicts the results of the three centrality measures for each symptom. The pattern of symptom centrality is similar-in each case, symptom D3 (substance used more/longer than planned) is the most central symptom in the network. This implies that to predict whether a person is likely to have a host of other symptoms related to abuse and dependence, D3 provides the most information. As our network is based on crosssectional lifetime use data when using the most, however, it cannot be determined whether D3 is more cause or consequence (or both) of the other nodes in the network. The centrality of D3 implies that an intervention targeting this symptom would have the greatest potential to affect the status of an individual's SUD, whereas a low centrality symptom such as D7 (physical and mental problems as a result of substance use) would be of limited therapeutic use.
Individual substance class networks
To explore the unique patterns of symptom interactions within each substance class, we estimated networks for each substance class separately. Fig. 2 presents the six estimated networks (top) and centrality measures (bottom) for each substance class. Examination of these six networks reveals some noteworthy similarities as well as marked differences. For instance, the association between D4-A2 (unable to stop-hazardous use) is present across substances, and all edges are small to moderate, implying a consistent pattern across substance classes. In contrast, the edge between A2-A3 (hazardous use-legal consequences) ranges from absent for opioids, cocaine, and hallucinogens to strong for sedatives. That is, the connection between one's hazardous use of an illicit substance and legal consequences of use depends on the type of substance, perhaps due to the contexts in which these substances are taken.
Moving from edges to centrality estimates ( Fig. 2; bottom) , some nodes are consistently more central or peripheral to all SUDs, whereas others vary considerably. D3 (use more than planned) is central within most substance classes, suggesting that this criterion is both highly predictive of the status of other nodes in the network as well as being a good candidate for intervention, regardless of substance class. In contrast, D4 (inability to stop) is not central to any substance network. Other symptoms, such as D1 (tolerance) show differential importance across substance classes: whereas one's tolerance of sedatives is the best predictor of an elevated sedative-use network, tolerance of hallucinogens is uninformative about the status of one's hallucinogen use. The most central node (as indicated by betweenness centrality, though the three centrality measures are typically in agreement) for cannabis, cocaine, and stimulants is D3 (use more than planned), for hallucinogens it is A4 (social problems), for opioids it is D6 (interferes with work/life), and for sedatives it is D1 (tolerance).
Cross-substance variability network
To further understand the differences between the six substance networks in Fig. 2 , we derived an index of network similarity by correlating edge strength across substance networks. There are 55 edges per network, each of which has a weight, representing its connection strength. Table 3 presents the correlation matrix of these weights across substances.
The correlations of edge weights are, as expected from the differences in Fig. 2 , low to moderate, ranging from .20 for the association between hallucinogen and stimulant networks to .64 for the association between networks of stimulants and sedatives.
A second way to examine the differences across networks is to inspect the variability of edge weights across the 6 substances. Fig. 3 presents a network in which each edge represents variability in connection strength across the 6 substances (i.e., thicker edges = higher cross-substance variability) rather than average connection strength. In this network, the edges A2-A3 (hazardous use-legal consequences) and D2-D5 (withdrawal-monopolizes time) are highly variable across substances, whereas A2-D4 (hazardous use-unable to stop) is stable across substances, consistent with Fig. 2. 
Discussion
Most research on SUD uses aggregated symptom-level data: symptom scores are transformed into a diagnostic category, a sumscore (e.g., Grant et al., 2015) , or a latent variable (e.g., Gillespie et al., 2007) . But theorists and clinicians also recognize that there are important differences among individual symptoms; symptoms may behave differently, they may be indicative of different developmental stages of a disorder, and they may have direct effects on other symptoms, leading a disordered system to intensify, sustain itself, or heal (DiFranza et al., 2002; Koob and Le Moal, 1997) . Network models allow us to represent disorders as a dynamic system of symptom-to-symptom interactions for the first time, consistent with the tacit understanding many clinicians and patients have about SUD.
The goals of this report were twofold. First, on the level of SUD in general, we examined the associations among symptoms of abuse and dependence and investigated whether particular symptoms were more central to the overall pattern of SUD criteria. In a global network formed by averaging the network connections across six substance classes (cannabis, sedatives, stimulants, cocaine, opioids, and hallucinogens), all symptoms were positively connected, and some symptoms (e.g., used more/longer than planned) were highly central to the disorder.
Second, we compared the networks of individual substance classes. This comparison revealed similarities and differences between substances with respect to the pattern and strength of connections between symptom pairs. These comparisons suggested that the most central symptoms differ across substances. This result implies that specific abuse and dependence criteria have differential clinical relevance for different substance classes.
Novel insights provided by the network perspective
The network analyses presented here are, to our knowledge, the first such analyses to be applied to a population-based sample of self-report data on SUD, and thus are primarily exploratory. We see the main value of fitting networks models to cross-sectional data of large samples in generating hypotheses about the clinical importance of particular symptoms and symptom interactions for future research to follow up on. From this perspective, our study points to several interesting relations and effects among symptom criteria across substance classes.
First, the network framework allows us to examine the full symptom-level data without collapsing them into a composite or latent variable that may contain substantially less information. Of note, abuse and dependence criteria are substantially interrelated. This is assumed in the factor model literature (Lynskey and Agrawal, 2007) , and consistent with the updated DSM in which abuse and dependence criteria are grouped together. In contrast to the perspective of one general liability underlying all SUDs, however, the network approach does not assume that symptoms are measurements of an underlying disorder. Instead, symptoms are viewed as important variables in their own right that may provide crucial insight into what is actually happening in patients' lives.
The most central symptom emerging from our cross-substance network analyses, as well as three out of the six individual symptom networks, was using a substance more than planned (D3). Buu et al. (2012) reported that this same symptom was the most frequently reported initial symptom of alcohol use in adolescents, suggesting that its centrality may indicate its status as a gateway symptom: losing control over how much of a drug one takes, or how long one takes it, may precipitate a host of other abuse and dependence symptoms. In addition, our analyses revealed a strong interaction between using a substance more than planned (D3) and tolerance (D1). This result aligns with Buu et al.'s finding that these two symptoms tend to be the first symptoms that appear in the development of problematic alcohol use. These two symptoms may be key to understanding the development and maintenance of SUDs. Future studies should investigate the functional properties of these symptoms, similar to work in depression (Fried and Nesse, 2015) and psychosis (Bentall et al., 2014; Coltheart et al., 2011) .
Second, our findings suggest that symptoms differ in their functional properties across substance classes. One such functional property is centrality, which summarizes the probability that symptoms trigger other symptoms and thus predict a negative clinical course. We have shown that different symptoms are central to different substance networks; for instance, the extent to which a drug interferes with work and life in general (D6) is especially central for opioids compared to other SUDs. This sort of specificity is consistent with previous findings that psychometric properties of these symptoms such as item difficulty and discrimination differ across substance classes (Gillespie et al., 2007) , and suggest followup research to further explore functional differences of abuse and dependence criteria.
Third, symptoms pairs vary in whether and how strongly they relate to each other, depending on the type of substance consumed. From a purely pharmacological perspective, several of these results are novel. For example, the correlation of edge weights is high between stimulants and sedatives, despite quite different pharmacologic properties, and low between cocaine and stimulants despite similar biological effects on brain dopamine systems (Koob and Le Moal, 2006) . At least two other important factors may influence the structural properties of the specific substance networks: the social context in which drugs are taken, and the psychological experiences sought by the drug user. For example, stimulants are sometimes abused for their effects on attention and to reduce fatigue while cocaine is most commonly consumed for its strong hedonic effect (Koob and Le Moal, 2006) . Further research may clarify the meaning of these findings and elucidate the degree to which they result from biological versus social or psychological processes.
Fourth, there may be particular pathways common to all substances; for example, we identified strong associations between using substances longer than planned, withdrawal, and tolerance. Interestingly, the variability across substances for these symptom-to-symptom associations was only moderate. This suggests a number of tentative path configurations that may be involved in drug abuse that should be tested in prospective research, for instance in individuals at a high risk for relapse. While this path configuration of three symptoms was present for all individual substance classes (and most pronounced for opioids), differences between substance class networks suggest that more drug-specific pathways may also exist. For example, the sedatives network featured strong connections between hazardous use, legal consequences, social problems, and interfering with work/life. The present cross-sectional analysis cannot reveal which symptoms are causes, consequences, or both; however, the network approach gives new insight into relations among symptoms, which insight is not possible when modeling sum scores or latent variables.
Limitations
The present analyses offer a first look at what information network models can provide about SUD, but these results should be interpreted in light of a number of limitations. Most critically, modeling cross-sectional data cannot reveal the causal nature of the connections between pairs of symptoms, leaving it unclear which symptoms cause which others, and leaving open the possibility of feedback loops among symptoms. To uncover how a dynamic system of symptoms behaves, intensive longitudinal symptom data will be necessary (Wichers, 2013) .
A related limitation is that the present networks aggregate symptom-level data across participants (i.e., inter-individual differences), revealing patterns of partial correlations based on aggregating across the entire sample. These relations may or may not hold at the level of the individual; that is, inter-individual symptom interactions may not translate to intra-individual interactions. For example, when the SUD system varies dramatically across individuals, the group network will reflect the average over many individual networks, rather than one that describes any given individual. Furthermore, conclusions drawn about effective interventions (e.g., based on symptom centrality) assume that the same symptoms that are central in the inter-individual network will also be central in the network of a given individual. Network analyses of subgroups can begin to address this problem, when it is possible to identify subgroups of participants who are likely to have similar networks (e.g., patients who remit vs. those who persist in their disorder, van Borkulo et al., 2014) . To estimate individual patient networks, intensive longitudinal data from individuals is required (Molenaar, 2013) .
The network approach makes the assumption that all variables relevant for the network are included in the analysis. If an important variable that has strong connections to two nodes in the network is omitted, this omission may substantially alter the relationships among these two nodes as well as others. One possibly relevant symptom that is missing in these data is craving, which was included in the DSM-5 SUD criteria.
The skip structure built into the substance use section of the interview relies on the assumption that participants who reported not using a particular substance at least 11 times in a month and did not endorse any of the abuse symptoms would not have positively endorsed any dependence symptoms. For these participants in the network analyses conducted in this study, dependence symptoms were coded as zero. Although unlikely, it is possible that someone could endorse some dependence symptoms in the absence of abuse symptoms and without ever having used a substance 11 times in a month.
Our dataset is limited in that participants were ethnically homogeneous (i.e., they are White Virginians), which is both helpful to our analyses (subgroups may have introduced additional variability into the network, and we lack power to investigate relevant subgroup differences) and also a detriment: the network results may not generalize to other subpopulations.
Finally, we have 4406 SUD cases in 2405 participants, implying that about 42% of the study population were in multiple substance use categories. For one, this means that a network such as the cannabis network is not a network of individuals who used only cannabis, but a network of individuals who use either only cannabis, or cannabis and one or more of the other five substances. To control for this dependency we could drop all participants with multiple use from the data; however, the sample would be nearly cut in half, and individual substance samples would be too small to estimate Ising models. Moreover, excluding multiple users results in somewhat artificial samples and potentially decreased generalizability of the results, because nearly half of all individuals do use more than one substance. A second possibility to address this feature of these data is to randomly assign all multiple users to one of their multiple substance classes, leading to 2405 observations for 2405 individuals; this way, all individuals are retained in the analysis. However, individual substance networks become substantially smaller, and especially for the already small samples such as opioids (N = 195) this leads to samples in which an Ising model cannot be reliably estimated. In sum, multiple use remains a substantive
